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Year 3  Primary  C3.3 OUR NEEDS   Worksheet 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

A. Write W for Wish or N for Need 

1.  healthy food     __________ 

2. personal hygiene    __________ 

3. flying to America    __________ 

4. being a celebrity     __________ 

5. learning how to find totals of coins __________ 

6. having honest friends   __________ 

7. learning how to read and write  __________ 

 

B. Who may help these students satisfy their needs? 

 

  

    

 

the priest,    the dentist,  the chemist,   the doctor,    the baker,   the teacher 

 

1.  Martha needs fresh bread for her lunch.    __________________ 

2. Kevin has a loose tooth.       __________________ 

3. Lara left school after feeling sick.     __________________ 

4. Mario needs to buy a bandage after hurting himself during the P.E. lesson.   

__________________ 

5. Thomas played unfairly.  He needs to confess.   __________________ 

6. Stefan needs to practice reading and writing.  __________________ 

 

C3.3.1 

Identifying our wishes and our needs as students. 
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C.  At school we find different teachers that may help satisfy our needs.  

 

    
 

 

the P.E. teacher                the guidance teacher       the class teacher 

 

  
 

 

    the Head of School           the Science teacher          the Art teacher 

 

 Who may help you when.. 

1.  The class teacher asks you to fetch a new pen from the office. _____________ 

2. You need to speak in a confidential way.  ______________________ 

3. You don’t know from where buy a new football.  ______________________ 

4. You need an extra homework explanation. ______________________ 

5. You need some information about mixing colours. ____________________ 

6. You have some questions about the solar system. _______________________ 

 

D.    Some Year 3 pupils discussed their daily needs.  

       They came up with different ideas.  Do you agree?  Write Yes or No 

 

1.  Nina thinks she needs a comfortable bed. ______ 

2. Lara thinks she needs four tv sets at home. _______ 

3. Mark says he needs to have to biggest car in the street. ________ 

4. Milena says she needs to be loved. ________ 

5. George thinks he needs time to play. _________ 

6. Lena says she needs to buy new clothes every month. ________ 


